Homework Questionnaire
Our staff and governing body are looking to change the current homework system that
we currently have here in school. We appreciate that for many parents and children,
homework can be a complex task. We welcome the views of parents and carers about
the homework that your child receives, so we have devised a questionnaire and would
appreciate your feedback.
We are open to developing a homework policy which we hope will evolve as we see what
you want for your children as well as what staff and governors feel is appropriate and
effective. It will be incredibly hard to suit everyone but we do promise a fair and open
consultation which we hope you will enjoy being part of.
Please return all homework questionnaires by Friday 17th February. A printable copy of
the questionnaire is available on our school website.
Thank you for your co-operation.

Name __________________________ Child’s name ______________ Yr ____
(Optional information but useful in terms of Yr group and homework suitability)

Question 1
Are you in favour of homework for Primary aged pupils?
Yes
No
(Please give your reasons)

Question 2
In your opinion should homework be given to pupils in Reception?
Yes
No
(if so what would this look like?)

Question 3
Should older pupils be given an increased homework schedule to prepare them for
secondary school? Yes
No
(please give reasons for your answer)

Question 4
What would you like to see as homework for your child?
What is important to you as a regular reinforcement of learning?

Question 5
How do you feel about the project type homework set by some year groups?
Do you enjoy getting involved in these?

Question 6
Reading and times tables are key homework ingredients because they underpin everything
– how do you feel about this?

Question 11

Question 7
An interesting discussion has taken place around family and homework. It is felt that
homework can both bring families together and become a wedge between them…how do
you feel about this?

Question 8
Could homework be something you engage in as a family and share with us rather than
something we set? Please explore any ideas you may have…

I would also like to make the following observations/comments:
(For example; when your child completes their homework, how they manage the work,
how long homework may take your child to complete)

Thank you for your views.
Please return this completed form to your child’s class teacher by the Friday 17th February
2017.

